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Motivation and Goal

• HAEC Box: high performance–low energy computing box [1].

– Optical (on-board) chip-to-chip communication.

– Wireless (intra-board) chip-to-chip communication.

– Runtime software adaptivity.

⇒ Hardware adapts to the needs of the computational problem.

• HAEC-SIM: integrated simulation environment for studying the
performance and energy costs of the HAEC Box [2].

– Simulator design based on individual abstraction models of

* Hardware (e.g., CPUs, links),

* Architecture (e.g., computing nodes, network),

* Software (e.g., runtime system, code generation).

• Goal: The goal of this work is the verification of the resilient
communication models [3] implemented in HAEC-SIM [2].

• HAEC Box specifications

– 4 boards, each with 4× 4 computing nodes.

– Each computing node comprises 3D stacked processor chips
which contain a large number of “thin” cores.

computing node optical link wireless link

Table 1: Characteristics of the optical and wireless links of the HAEC Box.

Optical links Wireless links

Topology 2D torus fully connected crossbar
Bandwidth 250 Gbit/s 100 Gbit/s
Latency 10 ns 100 ns
Bit error rate 10−12 10−8

Applications

• The benchmarks LU.D.4096 and BT.D.4096 of the NAS Parallel
Benchmark Suite 3.3 are chosen as example applications.

• Both benchmarks are communication intensive: LU.D.4096
spends approximately 68 % in MPI functions, while BT.D.4096
spends approximately 48 % (Table 2).

• The communication matrices of both benchmarks are not dis-
persed: Processes communicate primarily with their neighbor-
ing ranks.

• 99 % of messages exchanged in LU.D.4096 are of size 240 B
and 280 B, respectively.

• In BT.D.4096, most exchanged messages are of sizes 11.484 KiB
and 1.914 KiB, while other larger messages of size 200 MiB rep-
resent at most 1% of the exchanged point-to-point messages.

• The 4096 MPI processes of the benchmarks have been exe-
cuted on 256 Taurus [4] nodes, as 16 processes per node.

Table 2: Total running times and percentage of exclusive accumulated times for Appli-
cation and MPI functions on Taurus.

Benchmark Running time Exclusive Application % Exclusive MPI %

LU.D.4096 19.625 s 32.40 % 67.60 %
BT.D.4096 24.710 s 52.07 % 47.93 %

Simulated HPC System Specifications

• 3D torus link topology, with 16× 16× 16 computing nodes.

– This topology is a intermediate step between current typical
HPC systems and the HAEC Box topology.

• Communication links

– Infiniband: 700 ns latency and 54,54 Gbit/s bandwidth.

– Assumed to be congestion free, as the implementation of
resource contention protocols is ongoing.

• Packet loss probability per link: 0.01.

• Mapping: During simulation, the MPI processes of the bench-
marks are mapped to the simulated compute nodes in an xyz
order.

Unicast (or Point-to-point) Communication

sender forwarder forwarder receiver

sending a digitally signed data packet

sending a digitally signed acknowledgment

• Sender splits messages into multiple data packets of equal
length (1500 B).

• Data packets and acknowledgments are digitally signed by
sender and receiver to prevent unrecognized modifications.

Resilient Communication Models

DORr (resilient dimension order routing): common store-and-
forward approach of sending packets; packets are organized in
windows; acknowledgments for single data packets.

PNCr (resilient practical network coding): sender computes and
sends random linear combinations out of the native packets of
one generation; acknowledgments confirm current rank of the
matrix of received packets.

NCDr (resilient dynamical network coding): similar to PNCr, but
the sender node computes the number of packets to be sent
based on an estimation of the delivery probability [5].

Message Statistics

(a) LU.D.4096 – Message transfer times per message size

(b) LU.D.4096 – Message data rates per message size

Figure 1: (a) Message transfer times per message size, and (b) Message data rates
per message size, for the simulated execution of LU.D.4096 on the target
platform using PNCr (left), NCDr (middle), and DORr (right) as communication
models.

(a) BT.D.4096 – Message transfer times per message size

(b) BT.D.4096 – Message data rates per message size

Figure 2: (a) Message transfer times per message size, and (b) Message data rates
per message size, for the simulated execution of BT.D.4096 on the target
platform using PNCr (left), NCDr (middle), and DORr (right) as communication
models.

• The message data rates (Figures 1 and 2) are comparable yet
clearly distinguishable for each communication model:

– PNCr and DORr results in the lowest data rates for BT and
LU, respectively.

– NCDr achieves the highest data rates.

Communication-to-computation Ratio

The differences in running times and MPI-communication to
application-computation ratios for LU.D.4096 (Table 3) are small,
yet PNCr shows the best performance, very closely followed by
NCDr.

Table 3: Total running times and percentage of exclusive accumulated times for
LU.D.4096 for Application and MPI functions.

Model Running time Exclusive Application % Exclusive MPI %

PNCr 23.723 s 26.44 % 73.56 %
NCDr 23.727 s 26.43 % 73.57 %
DORr 23.827 s 26.32 % 73.68 %

The differences in running times and MPI communication-to-
Application computation ratios for BT.D.4096 (Table 4) are also
small, yet NCDr shows the best performance, very closely followed
by PNCr.

Table 4: Total running times and percentage of exclusive accumulated times for
BT.D.4096 for Application and MPI functions.

Model Running time Exclusive Application % Exclusive MPI %

PNCr 24.847 s 47.62 % 52.38 %
NCDr 24.840 s 47.63 % 52.37 %
DORr 24.913 s 47.47 % 52.53 %

Remark: The values of Tables 3 and 4 cannot be meaningfully
compared to those in Table 2. This is due to a changed topology,
oversubscription of nodes and different error-probability rates be-
tween the original platform and the target platform.

Number of Hops per Message

Distribution of the number of hops per message

• For the target HPC platform topology.

• Depends on processes-to-nodes mapping and communication
patterns.

• Influences communication-to-computation ratio.
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Figure 3: Number of hops travelled by the point-to-point messages for the two applica-
tions considered on the target platform topology (3D torus).

Determination of the Message Transfer
Times

The message transfer times are calculated by means of a poly-
nomial approximation in HAEC-SIM. Figure 4 shows no significant

error between simulation results obtained with Sage and the poly-
nomial approximation of HAEC-SIM (e.g., 0.248 % error for 6 hops).
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Figure 4: Comparison of simulated values to polynomial approximation for 6 hops.

Verification

• The workflow for the verification of the implementation of the
resilient network models in HAEC-SIM (Figure 5) comprises

– Polynomial approximations of the simulation values obtained
with Sage [3] and

– Comparison of results of the independent polynomial-based
implementations in HAEC-SIM and in the verification tool, re-
spectively.
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Figure 5: Workflow for the verification of the implementation in HAEC-SIM.

• The verification showed, that each message simulated with
HAEC-SIM conforms to the independent implementation in the
verification tool.

Conclusions and Future Work

• This work represents the first step towards accurate HAEC-SIM-
based simulations for studying the behavior of communication
intensive applications running on the HAEC Box using three re-
silient communication models.

• Verification of the simulated results against those from the in-
dependent implementation shows consistency.

• Of the investigated models, PNCr and NCDr perform similar, and
both outperform DORr.

• Future work directions include developing communication mod-
els that consider link congestion and collective communication.
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